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!" #$%&'(' $) *+",$-. .+$'*-$- !"#$%&'& (%)*$ /0#'1&$ 2"3+1'&, " #$-$" #+'2'&-4+"&. 
5'+6"-" 4 +424*$- 0' 40#7"-'", &$ /1-' ')&"1 0' #$*"8" *$7*/ &"14-' /-$#44 0' 0*+$(& 4 ($8'64 
4(#7494-&4 &" 3+'('&0*4$- #+$0-$+. :(" #$ &'1-$ $) 0/#0-4-/94,"-" &" &"1'-$ 3+'(', -$*(/ 3$ 
-$" /('-&4*$- )" ," 423')' +"6$-"-" &" */0-$0$-. ;$ (407"( )'*" 3$ -$" 4(" (&$</ 47/24," *$," 
67"<$-3$+&$ #+40-4<&" /1-' 3$ 3+'('-$ &" &'$"3"&<"+)"-", *$& 0+')4&"-" &" (4&"-4$- 3'*.

="*$ 4 )" ', 0'#"* /('-&4*$- <4 #+$14+4 03$4-' <+"&494 4 *$(#'-'&944 ($) &'*$," %/)'0&" 
#+4%4&") 4 $)4<+" 4)'&-4-'-0*" +$7,". >#$+') *"8/3"?'-$ &" 0"(4$- "3-$+, $%'*/3"?"-" 4 %/3-
0-3"-" &' 6'" 3$$64%"'&4. @+'6"1', *"*$ 1-$ A$6'+- *"8/3", )" 0' +'"7424+" 07$6$)&" ($8&$0- 
4&)434)/"7&4-' 64-4,", 0$ +"6$-'& &"243 /('-&494, )" 0' 0$6'+"- 4 $6')4&"- $*$7/ ')'& #+$'*-. ;$ 
-$*(/ -$<"1, #$-'&94,"74-' &" 0"(4-' /('-&494 0'  64-&$ $<+"&4%'&4. (B4 #"C" &" /( 074*"-":  *"*$ 
)" 4 0' $6,"0&4 &" #-49"-" - -4  )'&'0 0(''1 0"($ )" $)41).

50/1&$0-, 40#4-/3"?' &" <+"&494-', 0"($ ' ')'& $)  &"07$34-' #$) *$, ($8"- )" 0' 0('0-"- 
<$7'( 6+$, )'7" &" A$6'+- >$14D. >'*"*$ )'*" -/*" 0'*$<"1 ("*04("7&$ 0' 3#7'-*"&4 7/C'-$, 1-$ 
26$+/3" 2" 74%&"-" *"+"*-'+40-4*" &" "3-$+$- 2" 0$94,"7&4-' #+'40#4-/3"?". ;$, 0$ 40*/0-3$-$ 
&" /('-&494-' *"*$ &'0-+#7434 4&)434)/"794 (64)',D4 423$+$- ' 0$#0-3'&$-$, &'#$3-$+743$ 
<7')"?' 4 )',0-3/3"?'), +"6$-"-" ' 2"3+1'&" *"*$ $-3$+'&" 4 ("*04("7&". .+4 -$", 0"(4$- $6,'*--
#+')('- -.'. 2&"('-$ ' (')4/( &" 2"')&41-3$, 30/1&$0- 40#$7&'- 0$ *+",&$0-4-' &" #$24-43&4 4 
&'<"-43&4 "0#'*-4.

A'"*94," &" /('-&494-' *$41-$ )$6+$3$7&$ 0' 3*7/%4," 3$ #+$'*-$--' +"2*"2%' 2" 0'6', 
3$<7"3&$ #+4,"-&", #$7&" 0$ &'*$," )"7'%&" *$&2474,"+&$0-, *"+"*-'+40-4%&" 2" /('-&494-'. 
;4*$<"1 9'7$0&$ &' ($8' )" 0' $#E"-4 07/%/3"?'-$, 64)',D4 +"6$-4-', 4 &" )$6"+ &"%4&, $0-"&/3"-
"- &')$*"8"&4, " 4 )3$0(407'&4.  @$, 0'<('&- &" 0$+"6$-*" ' 7'<4-4(&$ 40*/0-3$ &" )'&'1&4&"-", 
4 $&$, *$,1-$ $) +"274%&4 #+4%4&4 &'(" )" <$ $0-3"+4 / 3$ 2"</6" ' 3$ 0*7")41-'-$ &" 340-4&"-".

F&"%4, G+3'&$-$ 2&"(' 0$0-"3'&$ $) #"+%4?"  *"*$ #$')4&'%&4 #+47$24 &" /('-&494-', #+'-
2'&-4+"&$ ' &" <"7'+40*4 H4), &$ 4 3$ <+")0*4 #+$0-$+, $6'0'&" &" 2<+")", &/)',D4 -'*0- #"+"E+"2", 
(&$</ #$2&"-" 3$ (4&"-$-$ 3+'(': IBJ@;:G: K! >:@J FJBL:,KMJ!:;J@J >J! K03'& 3$ 0$+"6$-*"-" 
&" #+$'*-$-, +'"*944-' &" /('-&494-' 0'*"*$ 0' $674*/3"&4 4 0$ 0"("-" #$+"*". N$7'( 6+$,  +"6$-4 
0' (&$</ /(&$ &')$+'%'&4, 3#+$%'(, 04(6$742"94,"-" 4 0/674("94,"-" 0$ 04</+&$0' 0' 07/%47" 3$ 
-'*$- &" $3$, ,"0'&, -+"&0#"+'&-'& #+$'*-.

>7')&4$- #+$'*--)'7$ &" >$14D, *$' )7"6$*$ &"37'</3" 3$ )$('&$- &" 0$94,"74-'-$-, ' 
#+'E"+6/3"?' &" 3+"-"-"/$<+")"-" &" &'*$<"1&4$- 3$'& $6,'*-. ;"0'7'&4'-$ “2)43&"”, 30/1&$0- 
-$" 4 <$ 0"*"1', &$ -$" -$*(/  /('-&4*$- <$ &"#+"34 0$ 03$,"-" "+--+'"742"94," &" #+'+E"+6/3"?' 

&" -+4*$7$+&"-" 40#$74-424+"&" 2<+")", 3$ 6'7$, 3$ 6$,"-&'-6$," *"*$ 9'7$0'& $)<$3$+ &" #+'-
-'+"&$-$ 4)'$7$<424+"?' &" $*$74&"-" 4 *$&'%&$, &" 7/C'-$ *$4 &' <4 0"*""- (&$</ $#1-4-' 
('0-", *"*$ -$" 04 <$ 2"(407/3""- 37"0-$)+194-'. M4 427'<7$ 3"*": K#'+"94,"-"  /0#'"7", 64)',D4 
#"94'&-$- #$%4&"7. I1-' ')&"1 0' 3+"D"(' &" #$4($- 4 de facto &" 2&"('-$ 3$ "*94,".  ;" &'-
*$<"1&"-" 4-"74,"&0*" -3+)4&", *"*$ 1-$ 0'*")' ' 3$$64%"'&$, 0' 3'' &"94$&"7&$-$ 2&"('. (!" 
*"8'(', -"*" 0é 0' 2&"').  .$ #$*"&"-" 4 #$&/)'&4$- #+$'*- &"94$&"7&"$-$ 2&"(' )" 0' 2"('&4 0$ 
40-$E$+("-&$ 6'7$ 2&"(', */0-$0$--$+<"&42"-$+ #+3$ 2"($7%", " #$-$" $)<$3$+4 )'*" -$, #+$'*- 
&' #$(4&/3". J-', +"6$-4-' ($8"- )" 64)"- -$7*/ ,"0&4 4 +"03'-7'&4. A$6'+- $)4 #$&"-"(/, #"-'(  
*"8"&$,64)',D4 /('-&4*$- ($+" )" $)4 #$&"-"(/ 3$ #$-'1*$-$ 4 #$</0-$-$. 5#+$%'(, $3" D' <$ 
#+$07')"( 0$ )4<+'04,", *$," in ultima linea, 4 &' ' -$". 5$  03$4-' “ .'-&"'0'- -'24 2" 0$3+'('&"-" 
/('-&$0-”, O7'& M")$ #41/3":  “I('-&$0-"  &' ($8' )" 64)' 0"($ 40*"2 &" #"+-4*/7"+&$0-" (  '-4%*" 
474 74%&"). I('-&$0-" ' &' 74%&$ #+$423$)0-3$ &" 340-4&"-" *$," ' /#"-'&" )$ 04-' (...). I('-&$0-" ' 
#+$9'0 &" 340-4&"-", " -"" 340-4&" ' 0'*$<"1 340-4&" &" 0'&24647&$-$ 4 &" 0'&2/"7&$-$”. @$" 2&"%4: 
“-+"&0E$+("94," &" 0'&24647&$-$ 3$ 07/%/3"?'-$ &" 4)',"-"”. : #$&"-"(/ &'1-$ 2"*P/%/3" 1-$ 
(4 0' %4&4 2&"%",&$ 2" +"2<7')/3"?' 4 )'j0-3/3"?'. “;'4(#'+4,"7&"-" /('-&$0- ($+" )" 64)' 
+4<$+$2&" *"*$ ("-'("-4%*$ )$*"8/3"?', 42&'&")/3"%*" *"*$ 0-"#49" 3$ -'(&4&", 4 3$2341'&" 
*"*$ H3'2)"”. F&"%4, 4(" 0(407" )$*$7*/ <$ #+"34 34)743$ $&" 1-$ :(#'+4,"-" &' <$ <7')" 474 &' 
0"*" )" <$ 34)4, “#$)$6+$ )"  &' 0' #+"34 &41-$, $-*$7*/ )" 0' #+4)$&'0'  2" 0$2)"3"?' E$+("7-
&4 &"%4&4 &" 342/"742"94," $&" 1-$ :(#'+4,"-" 3'D' <$ #+'#$2&"3" *"*$ #$0-$'%*$”. ;" *+",$- $) 
$3"" -'2", M")$ 2"*7/%/3": (...) >'-" /('-&$0-, 0'-" (407" /&41-'&" ' 3$ $&$, (4< *$<" D' ," #+4-
E"-4(' $3"" )$23$7" )" *$&2/(4+"(', *$(/&494+"(', )" /843"('. B$+"(' )" 0-"&'(' &'($7-
%7434 0'&2$+4 &" 0"(4-' 0'6'. @"*"  E47$2$E$- <4 #+$67'("-424+" #+$423')/3"?'-$ &" /('-&$0-"  
4 07$6$)"-" *"*$ -"*3", #$3+2"&" 0$ &'". ;"3')'&4-' )'7"/"*944 &" A$6'+- >$14D  0' $-3$+""- 
*$& -$, #/&*-. F"#404, 0#$&-"&4, $) H4)$- &" "-'7,'-$, 2"$*+/8'&4 4 0$ #$7&" 03'0- #+'2'&-4+"&4 
&" <"7'+40*" 427$86", (/ #+4#"C""- &" 074%&$ +"2(407/3"?'. “;"#+"34 <$ -$"” 474 “5'D' &' 0/( 
0"(!”, 0' 74&<340-4%*4 '*0#+'044 *$4 &' 3$)"- *$& #+$67'($- &" 0$94,"74-'-$- 4 *$& &'-#+$67'($- 
&" 30'7'&0*"-" 0"($-4," &" /('-&4*$-. .$('0-/3"?", (4*+$ 474 ("*+$ #"-/3"?" &" /('-&4%*"-" 
03'0-, *"*$ &"07')0-3$ $) *$&9'#-/"70-4%*"-" #+"*0" 3$ /('-&$0-", 0'#"* 3'-/3""- &'0$3+1'&" 
07$6$)" *$," 0' 843'', )"3",D4 0$ 0"("-" #+"*0" 7'<4-4(4-'- &" /34) 3$ /('-&4%*"-" )',&$0- *"*$, 
($8'64, &",+"0*$1&" 07$6$)", &4*$(/ &" -$3"+, $) &4*$<$ &' 2'('&", 42<+")'&". (K03'&, ($8'64,  
$)2'('&" $) -4+"&$-).

Let us start at the end. The Red Flag project has been successfully brought to a close and then 
presented. Faith and risk have been worthwile, but our utopias one more time turn out to be humble 
and perhaps implicit in time. There is something about the substitution of our time when an artist does 
the job of a curator. But I think that there is a lot of illusion about it which has beneficially come from the 
neo-avant-garde, since the middle of the last century. Nevertheless, the artist has managed to broaden 
his limits and competence (for a miraculous reason) and successfully play these identities. According to 
the author, the expectations and feelings were not usual. The possibility, as Robert said, of gathering and 
uniting individuals, known as artists, around a unique project had to be realized. But exactly then the 
artists’ potentials are significantly limited. (An image crosses my mind: how to explain to a bird-today you 
can only walk).

However, exploring the limits is the denominator under which many works of Robert SoQiR can be 
brought together. Naturally people are always involved within his works to the utmost, which opens 
unique characteristic of artist’s social questioning. But with the experience of artists as impatient 
individuals (for their source is their own unrepeatable observation and acting) the project finished as open 
and maximal. Besides, the object itself, that is, the flag, is the medium of togetherness, indeed filled with 
extremes of positive and negative aspects. Reactions of artists who voluntarily took part in the project are 
a diSerent story, mainly a pleasant one, full of some distant conciliatoriness, typical of artists. One can 
never bring together the whole event, for certain things remain unspoken, yet ambiguous. That segment 
of cooperation is a legitimate experience nowadays, and those who do not participate for some reason will 
remain at loss in storage of truth. 

Now the Red Flag, composed of parts given by particular artists as contribution, is presented on the 
gallery wall as well as on the Town Hall, hanging outside the building with a paraphrase, well-known in 
some former times: ARTISTS OF THE WORLD, UNITE! Reactions of artists are certainly shaped by the text 
itself, beside their cooperation on the project. Many things have been wisely unspoken. After all, there are 
undoubtedly symbolisation and sublimation in this clear, transparent project.

The next SoQiR’s project-work, which deeply penetrates the social domain, is painting over a door/
railing of a former military object. The locals “breathed a sigh of relief”, indeed they had wanted it but 
it was only the artist who did it with his art-realisation of painting over the tricolour politicized building 
white, while white represents a non-colour as a complete answer to the exaggerated ideologisation of 
the area and people who, after all, do not like commonplaces as power holder tend to believe. It turns 
out like this: the operation was a success because the patient died. One more time we go back to the flag 
in action. On the aged Italian fortress a national flag flies high, as it is common everywhere. (That’s how 

all is known, let’s say). After the invitation and oSer of the project to replace the national flag with the 
white one of the same size, the curator/organizer became silent at first, and then he answered that the 
project would not pass. Things can be this clear and exposed. Robert goes further, for an artist has to go 
further into a more diTcult and denser domain. Namely, I will make a digression here, which in ultima 
linea may not be one. Alain Badiou in his Fifteen Theses on Contemporary Art says: “Art cannot merely be 
the expression of a particularity (be it ethnic or personal). Art is the impersonal production of a truth that 
is addressed to everyone (…) Art is a process of truth and that truth is always a truth about the sensible 
or the sensual”. That means: “transformation of the sensual into the happening of the Idea.” And a little 
further he concludes, which seems important to me for discussing and acting. “Non-imperial art has to 
be rigorous like mathematical proving, surprising like an ambush in the night and elevated like a star.” 
It means that it makes sense only if it makes visible what the Empire cannot see or does not want to see, 
“it is better to do nothing than contribute to creation of formal ways of visualisation of what the Empire 
has already recognised as existence.” In the end of this thesis Badiou concludes: “(…) All art, all thoughts 
will be destroyed when we accept the permission to consume, communicate, enjoy. We need to become 
cold censors of ourselves.” This is how the philosopher problematizes production of art and liberty as such 
related to it. Above-mentioned works/actions of Robert SoQiR open towards that point. Spontaneous notes 
written on his atelier wall and then framed and presented with the full awareness on the gallery wall 
belong to similar thinking. “Do that!” or “I am not alone any more.” are linguistic expressions which take us 
to the problem of socialization and non-problem of cosmic loneliness of an artist. Shifts, micro or macro 
journeys of artist’s mind as a legacy of conceptual practise in art, promise, after all, an imperfect liberty 
which is lived, giving legitimacy to the inside of artistic performance as, perhaps, the most magnificent 
liberty, not burden to anyone, not taken from anyone, but built. (Except for taken from a tyrant, I guess).

Vlado Martek

!"#$%&'& #()*& %& "(+$"' ,(-./ THE RED WILL OF ROBERT SO0I1
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„!"#$%&'& (%)*$“, 2010 +,-./012, (-,03405/6) 285 7 585 cm  8696:,2;00: (/2<. 1, (/2<. /2 -46=92>
!'7$-$ ' 03$'34)&" #"+"E+"2" &" #+$%/'&"-" #"+$7" &" B"+*0, *"*$ 4 &" 2&"('-$ *$'1-$  #+$427'2' $) &',2': +"&,$'$"- &. /-'$ ($*0-, $6')4&'-' 0'! K) -4' #+4%4&4 2"($743 
-+4'0'--4&" U+3"-0*4 /('-&494 )" (4 )")"- #$ ')&$ #"+%' 9+3'&$ #7"-&$ #$ &43'& 426$+ 4 )" &"9+-""- #$ ')&" 6/*3" , $) 1-$ <$ 0$143 2&"('-$.

“THE RED FLAG” Patchwork 285 x 585 cm cca. Photo: Flag 1, Flag on a Square
The work is a kind of a paraphrase of Marx’s famous slogan and the flag that originated from it. Thus, “Proletarians of all countries unite!” becomes “Artists of all countries unite!” So, I asked 

about thirty Croatian artists to give me a piece of red cloth of their own choosing and write a letter on it and I patched the pieces together into the flag.
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„?@A%@ A%$#%@!@“, 2010, B.,0C2 50D4. :,2;0D0, 56 x 44 cm (B.D6C2 -6.>0/.E/6), 8696:,2;00: A/.F/0D, A/.F/0D (2), A/.F/0D (3), A/.F/0D (4), A/.F/0D (5)
>$ <$)4&4 #41/3"( &" H4)$34-' &" ($'-$ "-'7,'. .$&'*$<"1 -$" 0' 0*494 2" 4)&4-' )'7", &'*$<"1 ' -$" 74%&" 40*"8/3"?', &",%'0-$ 4 )3'-' +"6$-4, 1-$ ($8"- )" <4 34)"- 0"($ 7/C'-$ 1-$ (4 0' 
6740*4. :27$8/3",D4 <4 E$-$<+"E44-' &" )'7$34-'  $) -4' H4)$34, ($,"-" 4&-4(" ," &"#+"343 )$0-"#&" )$ 04-', 6+41',D4 <4 <+"&494-' ('C/ #+43"-&4-' 4 ,"3&4-' #+$0-$+4.

“WALL DIARIES”, A series of giclée prints, 56 x 44 cm each, Photo: Diary, Diary (2), Diary (3), Diary (4), Diary (5)
I have been writing on the walls of my studio for years. Some of these writings are sketches for future works, others are personal confessions, while often they are both, visible only to people who are close to 

me. By exhibiting photographs of parts of those walls I have made a part of my privacy available to everybody, abolishing the boundaries between the private and public spaces.
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„%$#&(*&G%&H') %) I"$A)#)J$'&“, 2007, AF. 50D4. :,2;0D0, 56 7 44 (B.D6C2 -6.>0/.E/6)
8696:,2;00: I2K0/ 1 0 I2K0/ 2
B' #$*"&4," )" /%'0-3/3"( &" <+/#&" 427$86" 3$ 4-"74,"&0*" N$+49".
5$ -'*$- &" +"2<7')/3"?'-$ &" -3+)4&"-" *$," ' )'&'0 40-$+40*4 (/2', #+'#$7& 0$ $+/8,' 4 0$ 0#+"34 2" ("%'?',  (' #+437'%' 
<$7'($-$ 4-"74,"&0*$ 2&"(' *$' 0' 3''1' &" 3+3$-. :)',"-"- ('0'9 )'&" #+$0-$+$- &" -3+)4&"-" )" 64)' )")'& &" /('-&494-'- 
(' #$--4*&" &" (407" &" $-3$+"?'-$ )" &"#+"3"( #'+E$+("&0,  )" <$ 04(&"( 4-"74,"&0*$-$ 2&"(' 4 )"  <$ $6'0"( 6'7$-$.
B"*"+1-$  0-+"3/3"3 )'*"  )'7$-$ &'(" )" 64)' $)$6+'&$ $) 0-+"&" &" 7$*"7&4-' 37"0-4, (' 2&'&")4 +'"*94,"-" &" */0-$0$- 
*$,1-$ #+')7$<$- <$ $-E+74 a priori 0('-",D4 <$ #+'(&$</ #$74-424+"&.
.$)$9&" &"#+"343 E$-$<+"E4," &" -3+)4&"-" 4 E$-$($&-"8".
@"*", )'7$-$, &"('0-$ #+')"30-3$, 0-"&" &'3$8($0&$0- &" 40-$-$.

“THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF SURRENDER”, 2007
Two giclée prints, 56 x 44 cm each
Photo: Pazin 1 and Pazin 2
I was invited to take part in a group exhibition at the citadel in 
Gorizia in Italy.
While observing the fortress , which is now a museum of history 
full of weapons and torture devices,  my eye was caught by the vast 
Italian flag fluttering at the top. The idea to leave the space of the 
citadel to artists for a month made me come up with the idea of 
making a performance on opening day and removing the Italian 
flag and hoisting a white one. 
Although what worried me was that the work would not meet the 
approval of the local authorities, I was surprised by the response of 
the curator who rejected the proposal a priori, finding it too politi-
cal. Later on I took a photo of it and made a photomontage. Thus, 
instead of surrender, the work embodied the impossibility of one.

„%$L'")M%&“, 2007
AF. 50D4. :,2;0D0, 56 7 44 (B.D6C2 -6.>0/.E/6)
8696:,2;00: L>0/. 1 0 L>0/. 2
I%'0-3/3"3 &" E'0-43"7$- &" /('-&$0-" 3$ &'*$<"1&4$- 3$'& 0*7") &" 5'74 L$8" 3$ ."24&. 5&"-+'1&$0-" &" *$(#7'*0$- 6'1' 
#$-#$7&$ 40#+"2&'-",  &' &"74*/3"1' &" &'*$<"1'& 3$'& $6,'*. J)4&0-3'&$ &" 37'2$- 0'  40-"*&/3"1'  -+4*$7$+&"  #$+-" 0$ <$7'( 
U+3"-0*4 <+6. .$0"*"3 )" ," #+'E"+6"( 3$ 6'7$ 4 )" <$ -+<&"( <+6$-, " 0$ -$" )'E4&4-43&$ )" ," 426+41"( 3$'&"-" 40-$+4," &" 
-$, #+$0-$+. M'2 #+$67'(4 ," )$643 )$23$7"-" $) 7$*"7&4-' 37"0-4. !$)'*" ," #+'E"+6/3"3 *"#4,"-", (4 6'1' (47$ )" <4 <7')"( 
&"0('3*4-' 4 )" <4 07/1"( #$--494-' $) (4&/3"%4-'.

“NEUTRAL”, 2007
Two giclée prints, 56 x 44 cm each
Photo: Udine 1 and Udine 2
I participated in an art festival in the former Veli JoVe Garrison in 
Pazin. The interior of the complex had been completely vacated, 
stripped of all resemblance to the former army facility. Only its 
tricolour gate with the large Croatian coat of arms stood out. I 
wanted to paint it white and remove the coat of arms and erase 
every trace of the military history of the facility for good.
I got the local authorities’ permission without any diTculty. I was 
pleased to see the smiles and hear the encouragement of the 
passers-by while I was painting the gate. 
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'6<0B42F N,2C/6F0O, 0$3+'('&  U+3"-0*4 *$&9'#-/"7'& /('-&4* &" #$(7")"-" <'&'+"94,", 2"-
(4&/3" &" )"7'%&4$- 0'3'+ &" ;$+3'1*" 2" )" 0$2)")' 94*7/0 &"+'%'& 1"2'-32- 2"45. 5$ E,$+)$34-' 
&" >3"76"+), ;$+3'1*4 $0-+$3 *$, 0' &"$C" 0"($ 1000 *47$('-+4 ,/8&$ $) 0'3'+&4$- #$7, 2"(4&/3" 3$ 
+"(*4-' &" +'24)'&94,"-" The Farm Foundation $) W/,$+* *$," <4 3$)4 /('-&494-' 4 &"/%494-' &" ('0-$ 
*$' 0$ 03$,"-" &')$0-"#&$0- 4 $0-+"-" *74(" 4( &"('-&/3" (&$</ $<+"&4%/3"?" 3$ 843$-$- 4 3$ +"6$-
-"-". K3"" +'24)'&94,", *"*$ 4 (&$</ )+/<4 074%&4, ," 4&494+" -'("-" *$," %'0-$, *"*$ 4 3$ $3$, 07/%",, 
0-"&"  0"($ #+$0-"  E7$*0/7" – #+"1"?' &" <7$6"7&$ 2"-$#7/3"?'. 

M+",&$34D 4&494,"7&$ #+')7"<" 04(6$74%&" 4&-'+3'&94," 3$ "+*-4%*4$- '*$040-'( *$," ($8' 
)" 0-"&' +'"7&$  'E4*"0&" 0"($ 0$ 4&-'&243&$ 2"-$#7/3"?'. 

>-$#/3"?' &" (+"2$- -'$+'-0*4 64 <$ $3$2($847$ #/1-"?'-$ &" *$+'?"-" 4 #$-'&94,"7&4$- 
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* K3" '  #+'#+"3'& -'*0- 4&494,"7&$ &"#41"& 3$ +"(*4-' &" */0-$0*"-" #+$<+"(" Svet umetnosti  *"*$ #+4*"2 &" 
427$86"-" &" M+",&$34D Ekspedicija-ego 3$ <"7'+4,"-" Alkatraz 3$ X/6P"&".

Tomislav BrajnoviP, a Croatian contemporary/conceptual artist of the younger generation, goes 
to the far north of Norway to create a series of works entitled The Arctic Circle. He goes to the fiords 
of Svalbard, a Norwegian archipelago which is only a thousand kilometres south of the North Pole, 
as part of New York’s The Farm Foundation residence programme that takes artists and scientists to 
a place whose inaccessibility and punishing climate impose many restrictions on the lives and work 
of the artists.

This residence, like many other similar programmes, sets a framework theme which oftentimes, as 
in this particular case, is a mere platitude – the issue of global warming. BrajnoviR oTcially proposes 
a symbolic intervention in the Arctic ecosystem which could (in reality) become practicable only after 
intensive warming. The melting of the ice would, in theory, enable two seedlings of olive trees which 
he brings with him from Istria to potentially take root and grow. However, the formal restrictions 
imposed by Norwegian law, despite the fact that the intervention is highly hypothetical, prevent the 
author from going through with his work in its original form. The irony of this restriction becomes 
even greater when we are reminded that probably Svarbald’s only landmark is the so called Global 
Seeds Vault – a vault safekeeping all known seeds, a sort of a Noah’s Arc for plants with precisely 
such purpose: to ensure the growth of new life in case of a cataclysm. Out of this foiled attempt at 
individual contribution BrajnoviR devised his video entitled Peace, documenting the destruction of the 
olive tree seedling. Contrasting the olive tree as a symbol of peace with the act of its destruction (by 
means of a large lump of coal  being thrown over the frozen seedling) and entitling his work Peace 
he creates a simple contradiction. He pursues this style in a series of photographs entitled Avarice, 
Fire, History and Speed in line with the words with which he briefly intervenes on the snow and puts 
them in correlation with the remnants of former settlements – a mining colony built there for coal 
exploitation which was speedily built and became dilapidated equally fast at the end of the previous 
century. By contrasting the failed industrialisation attempt and the words which underline BrajnoviR’s 
critical attitude towards positivist progress, he gradually leads us towards his extremely interesting 
and visually impressive videos recorded at the residence. Through these BrajnoviR slowly gives himself 
to the colossal landscape around him. Aware of the necessity to expose the methods of those whom 
their alleged admiration for the primitive and aboriginal never stopped from subjugating them both 
economically and politically, he does not lose himself in the iconoclastic eSects of criticism that prevent 
all enjoyment, thus most frequently preventing creativity. Although one’s indulgence to pleasure is 
often interpreted as conscious neglect of one’s own environment, it would not hurt to mention 
Rancière’s pardon for the aesthetic which came about in the context of the grand critical exploits and 
his claim that the potential for emancipation lies precisely in the view according to which all spectators 
are equal. It is the unceremonious neglect of political reality and the focus on the aesthetic that open 
up a potential for true emancipation. 

In his video entitled Genesis BrajnoviR repeats words from the Book of Genesis in order to record 
(and perhaps create) what we see before us. After the firmament of heaven and earth had been divided, 
once night and day were divided, we were given the opportunity to see and create. The frame shows 

nothing but a radio from which the voice of Tomislav BrajnoviR suggests to us that all possibilities 
remain open.

Beside the Genesis is the video entitled Flag. It consists of a barely moving frame in which a 
flag carrying the inscription Yahweh flutters in the wind, its pole rammed into the frozen snow, as 
if signifying a claimed property. This reference to colonisation is nevertheless diminished as the flag 
has no specific meaning. Because the word Yahweh rather than the word God is used, the associations 
within the cultural environment where the work is exhibited are drawn back to the distant past and 
myth, and although religion is extensively used as a means for economic and political gains, the 
allusion here is rejected, made overly pre-modern – to the time before the national states emerged. In 
terms of ideas, we relate the Flag video with Genesis and read it as a locus of potentiality.

The video entitled Ego-trip came into being on the basis of its name-sake series of photo-
performances where, in various environments, BrajnoviR himself appears in a black suit which, in 
addition to warning about a situation of formal significance, also emphasises or exaggerates that same 
significance to the point of absurd by beaming the light installation attached to his suit directly into 
his face. At Svarbald BrajnoviR wears his Ego-trip suit and, thus illuminated, he now puts himself in a 
film. The camera circles around an anchored ship at dusk and at times catches glimpses of BrajnoviR’s 
illuminated figure. Ego-trip has always been documented at dusk. In the photo-performances series 
we read this as a technical necessity arising from the fact that at that time of day it is suTciently light 
to distinguish the background yet it is suTciently dark to see that BrajnoviR is illuminated. However, 
it seems that in the video this is no decision but rather the only option. The footage of an empty ship 
floating at anchor in the majestic landscape of the Arctic Circle evinces a frame from an epic film. 
The title is justified solely by the use of the same suit he uses in the Ego-trip series but the ego is 
lost to nature which now surrounds it. The monumentality evincing romantic heroes no longer bears 
expansionist connotations because countless times we have been forewarned of the dangers lurking 
behind the escape into the ulterior and because of the confidence that BrajnoviR inspires owing to his 
already demonstrated autonomy from individual established ideologies.

 It seems that BrajnoviR has a sovereign grip on the monumental, eternal topics. Still, it is worth 
emphasising that these eternal topics in his works are not Eurocentric as was the case in modernism. 
Equally building upon the traditions of modernism, the avant-garde and neo-avant-garde alike, 
using methods of appropriation, comparison, quotations and similar conceptualist approaches, he 
leaves room for openness. BrajnoviR’s openness is closely linked to our time in which, with a degree 
of scepticism, we still revisit the deconstructed idealisms    of the past, re-evaluating, for instance, the 
exploring expeditions from the time when we as a species strove to find finitude. 

Iva Kova= 
  

* This is a revised text originally written as part of The World of Art curator’s programme as a review of BrajnoviR’s 
Expedition-ego exhibition at the Alkatraz Gallery in Ljubljana.
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GENESIS, ARCTIC 2009, 
F0>.6 DVD,  1’57’’ 
54)'$ 0&4("*" &" -+"&240-$+ 3$  
#+$0-+"&0-3$-$ &" O+*-4*, $) *$, 
0' 07/1" <7"0$- &" "3-$+$- *"*$  ," 
%4-" *&4<"-" &" .$0-"&$*$-.
>&4(*"-" ' '(4-/3"&" $)  6+$), 
0$ +")4$- #+'&$0&4* *$, <$ 4(" 
#$0-"3'&$ /('-&4*$- K0("& ="&.

GENESIS, ARCTIC 2009, 
video DVD,  1’57’’
Video snimka tranzistora u bespuRu 
Arktika sa kojeg se Ruje glas autora 
kako Yita knjigu Postanka. 
Snimka je emitirana sa broda, radio 
odaQiljaRem kojeg je postavio umjet-
nik Osman Khan 

*@", )"+'@+ 2009, 
F0>.6 DVD, 0’47’’ 
F"(+2&"-$ ("074&$3$ )+3$… @+4 
0-47" &" #+$9'0$- &" #41/3"?' &" 
26$+$- B:A 3$ 0&'< 4 +"2643"?' &" 
2"7')'&"-" 0")&49" &" ("074&"  0$ 
#+$&",)'&$-$ #"+%' ,"<7'&.

PEACE, ARCTIC 2009, 
video DVD, 0’47’’
O frozen olive tree seedling was 
placed on a black beach covered 
with a thin layer of snow, I wrote the 
word Peace under it and I broke the 
seedling with a piece of found cole

Ego Trip, Arctic 2009, video by Janet Biggs, video DVD, 5’21’’
Ego Trip, Arctic 2009, 34)'$ - Z'&'- M4<0, 34)'$ DVD, 5’21’’

Ego Trip, Arctic 2009, photo Tsui Kuang-Yu
Ego Trip, Arctic 2009, E$-$ G/4 =/"&<- L/

Ego Trip, New York 2010, photo Raphaele Shirley
Ego Trip, New York 2010, E$-$ A"E"'7 [4+74
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;)2&% %) >4?&#') - 2%-5)') %) @-#&'&' ' &",&$3$ )'7$ &" @$(407"3 M+",&$34D, 0$ *$' "3-$+$- 
<4 #+$)$78/3" 03$4-' )$0'<"1&4 #+'40#4-/3"?" 4 #+'$*/#"94," 0$ 4&-'+#+'-"94,", )'E4&4+"?' 
4 +')'E4&4+"?' &" */7-/+&$-$ 4 40-$+40*$-$ &"07')-3$. .+4-$", 0'*$<"1 -+"<" #$ #+3$-$ 2&"%'?' 
*$' ' %'0-$#"-4 2"-*+4'&$ 0$ 07$'34-' &" 40-$+40*4-' #+'E$+(/7"944. ;43, #"*, 6+/-"7&$ D' <4 
)'2"3/4+" 0$ +")4*"7&4 )'0-+/*-43&4 #+$9'04, *"*$ 1-$ ' #"7'?', *4&'?', *+'1'?' (!+3'&4$- 
"&<'7, Buddhas of Bamyian, Pregate per la pace)...

5$ ;)2&% () >4?&#') - 2%-5)') %) @-#&'&', #+'(4&/3" 3$ #$0-"#*" *$," 3$ 40-$ 3+'(' ' "<+'-
043&"4 *+'"-43&": <4 +'94*74+" *&4<4-' A4B*)%, C"#) C&,-'-32) ?-&5")D-0) 4 E/')# %) 8$C4?,-2) 
F"#)'/2) 4 $) &43 #+"34 &$3" U"+-4,". \"*-$- )'*" 4 )3"-" -'*0-" 0', 30/1&$0-, #$74-4%*4 *$&-
0-+/*944  0$ *$4  40-$+40*$-$ 4 #$74-4%*$-$ $#*+/8/3"?' 3$ *$' -4' &"0-"&"", *"*$ 4 #+4+$)"-" &" 
8"&+$- (I0-"3) ,)$&'0$" 340$*$ &43$ &" *+')46474-'-, &$ ')&$3+'('&$ <4 +"2$-*+43"  *"*$ ($8&4 
E"704E4*"-4, $)&$0&$ /*"8/3" &" &43&"-" #+4+$)" &" *$&0-+/4+"&$-$.

50/1&$0-, -"" /07$3&" +'7'3"&-&$0- &" )$*/('&-4-', 6'2 $<7') )"74 0-"&/3" 26$+ 2" 64$-
<+"E4,"-" &" &'*$<"%&4$- #+'-0')"-'7, %4, 74* U4#'+-+$E4+"7 3$ -"-*$ &" &"94,"-" 42')&"%'& 0$ 
)+8"3"-", +$)$P/64'-$ 4 074%&4 *"-'<$+44 474 2" &",340$*4$- )+8"3'& #+"3&$-#$74-4%*4 2"*$& 
– <$ $*/#4+" M+",&$34D. @$, 0' 2"7"<" 2" 340-4&"-". >' $64)/3" )" ," 4237'%' $) &"#7"0-'&4$- *$&-
-'*0-.\424%*"-" #$0-"#*" &" +'94*74+"?' ' 04(6$74%'& #+$9'0 &" #+$%40-/3"?', 03$'34)&" ('&-

-"7&" +'94*7"8". 5$ E$*/0$- ' 03+-/3"?', &$ 4 3+'('&0*" 4&3'+24,". M+",&$34D &é 3+"D"  &" #$%'-
-$*$- &" &'1-"-", 3$ 0$0-$,6" #+') 26$+$-. ;"#41"&4$- -'*0- *$, ' 40-$+40*" 4 #+"3&" *$&0-+/*94,", 
E424%*4 )'24&-'<+4+"  )$ &/7-4 0-'#'& – #+"2&", %40-", &'&"#41"&" U"+-4,".

]"+-44, &"0-"&"-4 3$ /('-&4%*4$- %4& &" #+$423$)0-3$, 0' 427$8'&4 "+-'E"*-4 0$ 2&"*$3&4 
&"07$34 &" *$4 &' 4( &')$0-"0/3" 4+$&4,": =&4<" &" P/6$3-", F"*$& &" 843$-$-. 5$ <+/6"-" 0-+/*-
-/+" &" #+"2&4-' 740-$34 0' &"$C""- -+"<4-' &" &'*$<"1&4-' *&4<4 (*"*$ )" ' ($8'& #$-#$7& 2"-
6$+"3!). J)&$3+'('&$0- &" 0-"+$-$ 4 &$3$-$. B$8&$0- 2" 340-4&".

>3'0'& 2" #$0-$,"&$-$ 4&E494+"?' &" )/U$3&$0-" 0$ )&'3&$#$74-4%*4-', *$&2/('+0*4 4 +"2&4 
4)'$7$<40*4 34+/04 4 ("&4#/7"944, M+",&$34D $)64+" 0-+"-'<44 0$ *$4 3$ &'<$3$-$ -3$+'1-3$ <4 
+"2$-*+43" 2" )" ,"  2"#"24 ('+*"-" &" )/U$3&4-' 40*/0-3" 4 '-4%*4-' 3+')&$0-4 1-$ (/ 0' #$-+'6-
&4 &" $#1-'0-3$-$.
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“The Law of Love and the Book of Life” is Tomislav BrajnoviR's latest work through which the author 
continues to challenge and preoccupy himself with the interpretations, definitions and re-definitions of 
cultural and historical heritage. While doing so, he unceasingly looks for the first meaning that is often 
covered by layers of historical pre-formulations. These, however, he brutally disowns through radically 
destructive acts, such as burning, tearing and breaking (“The Wooden Angel”, “Buddhas of Bamyian”, 
“Pregate per la pace” [Pray for Peace])….

In “The Law of Love and the Book of Life” he undertakes a method which is equally aggressive 
and creative at the same time: he recycles the books “Tudjman, the First Political Biography” and the 
Constitution of the Republic of Croatia, using the two to produce new paper. The fact that both these 
texts are actually political constructs, furnished with their large degree of credibility by the historical 
and political environment in which they were created and by the nature of the genre (a Constitution), 
also exposes them as potential forgeries and suggests that by nature they are constructs. It is precisely 
this conditional relevance of the document that preoccupies BrajnoviR, be that document a biography 
of a former President – whose personage has hypertrophied into a figure of a father of a nation 
identified with a state, patriotism and similar categories – or a state's supreme legal and political act. 
He pleads for truth. He seeks to sift it from the accretion of contexts. The physical recycling method  is 
a symbolical process of purification, a kind of mental recycling. What is at work here is a reversal, even 

inversion of time. BrajnoviR takes us back to the beginning of things, to the state before the logos. He 
physically disintegrates the written text, which is a historical and legal construct, to its zero stage – to 
the blank, clean, unwritten paper.

The sheets, produced through an artistic process, are artefacts with symbolic titles not lacking in 
irony: “Book of Love” and “Law of Life”. In the coarse texture of the blank pages are the traces of the 
former books (as if utter oblivion were possible!). A synchrony of the old and the new. A chance for 
truth.

Aware that spirituality is constantly polluted with everyday politics, consumerism and all manner 
of ideological viruses and manipulations, BrajnoviR resorts to strategies with which he subverts them, 
hoping to preserve a measure of spiritual experiences and ethical values that society needs.

Irena BekiH

6&2(% %& ;4+(#'& . 2%.5&'& %& :.#('(' THE LAW OF LOVE AND THE BOOK OF LIFE
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BOOK OF LIFE, 2011, video DVD, 6’15’’
recycling of the book “Tudman, first Political Biography” and production of an empty sheet of paper Photo: Sandra Vitaljic
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(%)*$, )"+'@+ 2009, F0>.6 DVD, 3’12’’  FLAG TZASTAVAU, ARCTIC 2009, video DVD, 3’12’’

^'-4+4 E$-$<+"E44 &" 4&-'+3'&944 3$ 0&'< &" 7$*"94," &" 0-"+4$- &"#/1-'& *"('&$7$(.

History, Greed, Fire, Speed,  Arctic 2009,  photographs of interventions on the site of an old abandoned English quarry
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Robert SoViP was born in Pula (Croatia) in 1970. From 1988 to 1989 he 
studied physics at the University of Trieste. From 1989 to 1994 he stud-
ied painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Venice, where he graduated. 
His work has been exhibited in eighteen solo and many group shows in 
Croatia, Italy, Germany, Slovenia and the USA. He has been awarded for 
his work several times. He works and lives in Rovinj (Croatia).

Robert SoQiR
Paje `irole 4
52210 Rovinj
tel. +385 91 544 7094
web: http://free-pu.t-com.hr/sosic/index.html
e-mail: robert.sosic@pu.t-com.hr
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Tomislav BrajnoviR was born in Zagreb(Croatia) in 1965. He graduated 
from the Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb in 1999. He has been a member 
of the Croatian Association of Artists of Istria (HDLU-Istre) and the Croa-
tian Association of Artists – Zagreb (HDLU-Zagreb) since 1991. He com-
pleted the first year of studies at the Fine Arts Academy in The Hague. He 
continued his studies at the Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb in the class of 
Prof. Seder. He obtained his MA degree in 2003 at Central Saint Martins 
College of Art and Design in London. He currently works at the Applied 
Arts Academy in Rieka.
He has had solo exhibitions in Zagreb (several exhibitions), Rovinj, Pula, 
Novigrad, Rieka, Sarajevo and Ljubljana.
He has taken part in group exhibitions in Croatia, Italy, USA, The Nehter-
lands, Hungary, United Kingdom, Slovenia, Serbia, Ireland, Germany and 
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
He has won a number of awards and recognitions. 

Tomislav Brajnovic
Golo brdo, Rovinjsko selo, 52210 Rovinj, Croatia
Mob.+385 98 71 81 47
Home:+385 52 84 83 20
e-mail: brajnovic@yahoo.com
web: www.brajnovic.com
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